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Self-Leadership Training
 





 Available in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne, Canberra, Geelong, Gold Coast,   Parramatta. Australia Wide Options.
Leadership is essential for companies to thrive and be successful in a competitive environment. Yet, many people find that the path to leadership can be treacherous; fear and lack of self-control are two hurdles which must often first be tackled before taking any further steps towards effective management. Fortunately, there are ways for employees to develop themselves into leaders through basic training on how manage their own selves better — an investment worth making as it directly impacts company performance at large. This course is designed to help students become the strongest, most resilient versions of themselves. Through this training session, participants will discover motivational strategies and organisational skills right alongside assertive communication techniques and planning methods that can be used in their everyday lives. Don’t miss out on an opportunity to empower yourself – enrol today!
Mastering the art of leadership can be a daunting yet thrilling endeavour, with multiple components and self-limiting factors to take into account. Our training course provides an ideal platform in which professionals can develop their Self-Leadership skills such as communication, organisation and superior planning – all through engaging activities that make learning enjoyable. Additionally, our comprehensive library offers courses tailored to very specific needs for those looking for more extensive guidance on this essential subject matter. Enhance your expertise and reach greater heights of success with tailored training sessions from our experienced team. Explore the opportunities available to you, learn more about what we offer, and book in now for an unbeatable learning experience!
 
















Self-Leadership Training Outline
 





Course Overview
 





We’ll kick off the session by introducing everyone, then provide an overview of what’s in store. Participants will also have a chance to identify their own objectives before diving into learning activities.
 





Topics covered in this course
 









What is Self-Leadership?
 





In this session, we’ll explore the essential elements of self-leadership. We will review our pre-assignment and discover who our mentors are before delving into the four pillars for successful leadership: personal discovery, purposeful focus on your tasks at hand, recognising areas to continue learning new skillsets, and implementing those learnings in everyday life.
 





Knowing Who You Are
 





During this training, participants will gain invaluable insight into crafting a meaningful personal vision and thereafter pursue their goals with intention. This session is designed to ensure successful implementation of individual dreams – taking them from paper to action!
 





Change Management 
 





This session equips participants with the knowledge and skills to successfully manage change. Through understanding how control plays a role in creating desirable outcomes, we are more likely to take productive steps towards adapting our actions and expectations for improved results.
 





Knowing What You Do
 





Our next step of exploration will guide participants to recognise their strengths and abilities, while teaching them how to stay in control. They’ll learn about self-motivation through responding effectively both to positive opportunities as well as limiting circumstances. Through this exercise they can create a lifelong learning plan – discovering what’s pertinent for the future educational journeys ahead!
 











Motivation for Optimists
 





In this engaging session, participants are invited to embark on a journey of self-awareness and development. They will explore strategies for fueling their individual motivation and creating an optimistically charged atmosphere conducive to growth. Additionally, they will discover the ABC’s of optimism while learning how recognising potential benefits in times of adversity can strengthen mental resilience – empowering them even further!
 





Using What Right
 





To become a successful self-leader, this examination dives into strategies for taking care of both your physical and emotional health. Keeping the mind and body strong will equip you with the tools needed to lead yourself confidently.
 





Workshop Wrap-Up
 





Upon completion of the course, students will be prepared to take their learning journey one step further through Q&A sessions and producing an achievable action plan.
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Learning Outcomes 
 





	

 
Define self-leadership and what it means on an individual level.

	

 
Assume responsibility for their results by understanding who they are, what they want, and how to reach they goals.

	

 
Describe the four pillars of self-leadership.

	

 
Use techniques related to adjusting to change, creating optimism, and developing good habits to build self-leadership.



























Customised Training Session For Teams (Included No Charge)
 





Our experienced training courses have helped countless teams to achieve success. However, we are committed to providing the best possible experience for our customers and so offer customisation services that go beyond purely cosmetic things like color and style – it can also involve changing activities or delivery styles too! Furthermore, this fantastic service comes at no extra cost as part of our commitment in helping you provide a great team-building exercise.





 









In-House Customised training benefits:
 





	

 
Flexible length – You choose the length of the session

	

 
Highly Effective Team/Industry Specific

	

 
Certificate of Completion (Professional Grade)

	

 
Create a Team Building environment

	

 
Cost effective – Group rate discount

	

 
Printed courseware (No need to download or use an App to read)
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Creating Content (Contact us for Quotation)

 





Our team of experienced professionals can customise content to your exact specifications, ranging from the activities included in workbooks and order of discussion all the way down to page number designs and logos. Furthermore, we offer bilingual training courses with trainers available at a venue specified by you – making sure that everyone feels catered for no matter what language they speak. We strive to create an even better experience every time; just let us know how we can make it suitably unique for you!
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Instructor Led 1 on 1 Workshop
 





Unlock your professional success with our experienced tutors and tailor-made courses. Our trainers guarantee personal service – no waiting around, simply book in a session specifically tailored to you anytime within the 4-6 hour window via Zoom!
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1 Hour Instructor Led Session
 





Get ready to expand your skill set and take a leap forward in your career! Our seasoned expert trainers are eager to help you develop new abilities through an hour-long, Zoom session. Discover which modules or courses will be perfect for improving yourself professionally and unlock the potential of workplace success.
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Self Directed Online Course
 





Expand your knowledge and flexibly advance at your own pace with our engaging learning courses. Each course is prerecorded and equipped with a variety of activities, assessments, and videos to enhance the educational experience.
 






















What's Included?
 





	

 
Reference Material

	

 
Recording For 1 on 1 Available

	

 
Professional Trainers

	

 
Certificate Option Available

	

 
Post Course Email Support









Instructor Led Online
Online Self Paced
Classroom Booking 1 Hr



Add Certificate






Add Certificate






Classroom Booking 1 Hr

Book in a 1hr session with one of our trainers

$110.00 AUD (per session)

Book Now



 

























Post navigation
← Previous training
Next training →





Leave a Reply Cancel reply
You must be logged in to post a comment.
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Emotional Intelligence (EQ) Leadership Training 
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Managing Workplace Anxiety 
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Health and Wellness at Work 
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Business Planning Strategies Training 
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Australian Workplace Training. Tailored Training Solutions, Online Instructor Led Training, Online Short Courses.  

Australia Wide including Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth, Canberra, Adelaide, Parramatta, Geelong and more.
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Contact Our Team

Contact our staff for any question, request or assistance.

We are always available to help.
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Tell us more

Thank you for choosing to work with us. We would like to help build a session that suits you. You may have already received a sample from our team, however we would like to learn more about your needs.
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